it was noted very early (kelloG 1972 [1875] ; GrierSon 2005 GrierSon [1916 , vol. ix, part iv: 103-107) that rajastahani and pahari dialects displayed many morphological affinities. however languages belonging to both groups show different treatment of non-nominative subjects in ergative and obligatory constructions. western rajasthani is an example of constant drift towards nominativity and disappearance of the oblique subject marking in the ergative domain (cf. khokhlova 2001; 2006) . eastern rajasthani reinforces the a and o contrast by introducing the ne postposition which serves as a dative marker as well . pahari dialects on the other hand consistently mark a of the transitive sentence with the le postposition which is also employed as an instrumental marker. those dative and instrumental markers are also used in the obligatory constructions. Both types of markers are of recent origin but the ergative and obligatory patterns can be observed throughout the history of the ia languages. in rajasthani and pahari one can see two divergent morphological developments which have resulted in attrition and reinforcement of ergativity respectively. the situation seems to be more complex if we take into consideration specific developments in verbal agreement in rajasthani and the maintenance of unmarked pronominal o in kumauni (cf . sharma 1987) in ergative construction and the reinterpretation of the obligatory construction as future tense in kumauni and garhwali . the present paper argues that despite the recent origin of case marking in ia languages they do share certain structural properties which are traceable historically. introduction of new markers has served only to maintain structural pattern continuum. the employment of the ergative postposition with intransitive verbs (e .g . cough, laugh) (cf . Montaut 2004) and its implementation in the obligatory construction can be perceived as an attempt to rebuild the system which goes back neither to the ergative nor to accusative (cf . kliMov 1983; lehMann 1995; bauer 2000) .
krzysztof stroński, institute of Linguistics, adam mickiewicz University, al. niepodległości 4, pL -61-874 poznań lp lii (1) krzysztof stroński introduction it was noted very early (kelloG 1893 [1875] ; GrierSon 2005 GrierSon [1916 , vol. ix, part iv: 103-107) that rajasthani and pahari dialects (see map) displayed certain affinities at the morphological level in both the nominal and the verbal system. these convergences might have resulted from long-lasting contact between the languages. the dialects spoken on the plains by rajputs had once ousted the speech of the himalayan dwellers, i.e. khaśas, who finally adopted the speech of the conquerors (GrierSon 2005 (GrierSon [1916 , vol. ix, part iv:108-109) . after centuries, however, we can see that despite morphological similarities which have been preserved in rajasthani and central pahari, the outcome of the syntactic developments is considerably different.
in the present paper i would like to focus on two phenomena, namely on the ergative and obligatory constructions in both dialectal groups, which indicate an interesting evolution of what are generally assumed to be non-nominative subjects. fig . 1 . ergative alignment according to kliMov (1983: 112) for the purpose of the present paper i will use the extended dixonian (dixon 1979; 1994) scheme proposed by kliMov (1983: 112-113) in which the same marking of a and obl is perceived as one of the implications of ergativity (figure 1).
'erGative sUBjects' in rajasthani -Loss of erGative pattern thanks to access to the oldest written records reaching back almost to the 14 th century ad, the historical development of ergativity can be best reconstructed in marwari. there have been a considerable number of synchronic descriptions of rajasthani dialects written by vernacular (e.g. bahl 1989; lāḶaS 1994) and western authors (magier 1983), but historical research occupies an important place, to mention only the earliest works by teSSitori (1913; 1979 [1914-1916] ) and some seminal papers by khokhlova (1974; 1992; 1995; 2000; 2001; 2002; 2006) . old marwari texts show clear evidence of the ergative alignment -in the perfective tenses, s and o (nom. case) were grouped together and a (instr.) was marked separately (see ex. (1) and (2)). employment of the instr. agent in the participial tenses based on the -ta participle, inherited from the mia period, conforms to the general tendencies observable in early nia languages (khokhlova 1992: 73-74) . Unlike in the modern ia tongues, even animate or definite objects remain unmarked (3). such treatment of s, o and a is, however, not consistent -only pl. nouns and sg. stems ending in -o had separate instr. while the other nouns unified the instr. and nom. endings at a very early stage. already in old rajasthani prose texts one can observe co-occurrence of instr. and nom. forms in the a function ((3) and (4)), which is obviously a sign of the lp lii (1) 83 disappearance of ergativity in rajasthani (cf. TessiTori 1979 (cf. TessiTori [1914 (cf. TessiTori -1916 one of the implications of ergativity, namely the equal treatment of a and obl. arguments (cf figure 1) has been attested in old rajasthani as well -in texts from the 15 th century ad both a and obl. are marked with instr. (cf. khokhlova 1992: 75; 1995: 122) . this, nevertheless, was a short-lived phenomenon due to attrition of the instr. marking of a. the employment of the ne postposition marking a in rajasthani seems to be a recent development which took place under the influence of the neighboring western hindi dialects, but it has been consistently noted in the most recent grammars of the dialects such as marwari, shekawati, mewati (GuSain 2004; 2001; 2003) , harauti (SharMā 1991) . among them marwari and shekawati, which are said not to possess the ergative postposition at all (cf . aGravāl 1964: 82; lāãaS 1994: 40-41; 1997: 44) , seem to have inconsistently employed the new agent marking (my shekhawati and marwari respondents 2 occasionally produced sentences with the ergative postposition, but when confronted with such sentences produced by the present author they would judge them ill-formed). daS (2006: 141, 150) however gives all the examples from his own fieldwork on marwari ov agreement with the agentive postposition which at the same time functions as a dat . marker (9) the servant returned money to the master. (Das 2006: 141) Undoubtedly the labile status of the agent marking indicates a transitional stage in the development of the ergative pattern in rajasthani dialects. one of the most interesting phenomena can be observed in harauti, where employment of the agentive postposition seems to be in complementary distribution with the standard acc./dat. usage (see ex. (10) (Māṇak 2008, jan. 50) contrary to western hindi dialects, marwari preserved ov agreement despite introducing o marking (cf. (15)). this has been perceived by some scholars as a residue of ergativity at the syntactic level (cf. khokhlova 1995: 31-32). much more intricate, however, is the formation of the so-called 'split agreement' (16) -the simultaneous development of the av agreement (a agrees with the auxiliary) and maintenance of the ov agreement (o agrees with the participial from of the verb) . i have seen also this kind of shops . (Māṇak 2008, jan. 44) although rajasthani dialects both old and contemporary can be interpreted only as syntactically accusative (and partly morphologically ergative), there are several tendencies which indicate a general drift towards nominativity at the syntactic level as well. among them the transition from pivotless towards a/s pivot language will be dealt here briefly.
the transition from pivotless towards a/s pivot language indicates that ergativity had once penetrated the syntax of mia and early nia to such an extent that the language lost the stability of the syntactic pivot, or in other words became close to the 'pivotless' language type in which the basic syntactic operations are not consistently controlled either by the a/s pivot (accusative type) or by the s/o pivot (ergative type) (cf dixon 1994: 143).
in the early marwari texts there are attestations of conjunction reduction which indicate the existence of two types of pivot, namely a/s and s/o pivots ( (17) and (18)). the s/o pivot, which is a characteristic of an extremely small number of syntactically ergative languages, is absent in the contemporary ia languages, but relics of it can still be found in early western hindi and even early eastern hindi texts. what is more, in texts from the 18 th century one can still find instances indicating pivot instability -in ex. (19) the pronoun is co-referential not with the leftmost nom. a but with the acc. object. ex. (20) , on the other hand, conforms to the general pattern of modern ia languages where pron. is co-referential with the erg. a. it is not the purpose of this paper to question the relevance of the category of subject in the early stages of the nia languages, but its status is not obvious. GrierSon 2005 GrierSon [1916 , vol. ix, part iv: 109) noted that only standard dialect (spoken in the vicinity of almora) and dialects of kali kumaun, i.e. kumaian, had fully preserved terminations of nouns and verbs, while the khasparjiya dialect did not.
the majority of the modern dialects of kumaon (except the eastern dialects) continue the process which was initiated in khasparjiya, i.e. they have lost oblique case ending in the -o stems in singular, marking oblique only by umlaut (cf. sharma 1987: 32-33) . By analogy the nominative form has been leveled to the oblique one .
in the western dialects the former postpositions have actually become case endings (sharma 1987: 43-44). on the other hand the eastern dialects appear to be more conservative and they have preserved the opposition nom. vs. obl. in the -o stems and the postpositions in their full forms .
in the perfective domain already in old kumauni one can observe separate agent marking by the -le postposition, which at the same time was employed as the instr. marker.
the ergative construction with unmarked o has exactly the same pattern as in standard hindi -there is ov agreement (see ex. (21)), s is always in the direct case (22). it is however interesting that even animate objects remain unmarked, which actually conforms to the general tendency observed in rajasthani that the object markers are introduced into the perfective domain after they have been well established in the imperfective one. it seems that the lack of a synthetic instrumental case has been compensated by the employment of the agentive postposition. it is therefore a return to the point of departure, namely to the original instrumental agent marking which could be observed in old rajasthani and, what is more, with the instrumental function preserved . as we could see in the section on rajasthani, the equal treatment of a and indirect objects has been perceived as an implication of ergativity. however in the history of rajasthani one can observe the loss of the erg. and instr. syncretism, while in pahari it has been consistently maintained or, in other words, it has been reinforced by introducing the erg./instr. postposition le . the instrumental marking is not in complementary distribution with the ergative one: cf ex. (23), which is the continuation of (21) the pronominal marking of kumauni in the ergative domain actually differs from the nominal system only in o marking. as has been mentioned, the nominal o in perfective tenses remained chiefly unmarked. pronouns on the other hand introduced acc. marking from the imperfective to perfective domain at an earlier stage . from the earliest sources the existence of the tripartite system (a≠s≠o) can be noted . in old kumauni, however, instances of employment of the synthetic oblique in the o function can still be traced -they are restricted to the objects governed by absolutives; otherwise in the ergative construction pronouns usually take dat./acc. postposition (see ex. (24) comprising the oblique form of 1 st pers . sg . which is equal to nom ., 1 st pers. pronoun with acc./dat. postposition and the oblique form of 3 rd pers . pron . pl . which functions here as dat .) . the unmarked forms of pronouns are attested in the o function as well but, as is worth mentioning here, they maintain the person agreement with the verbal form. this type of agreement also occurs in Garhwali (see ex . (25) and (26)) .
it seems, however, that the more ancient stage of development can be traced in western pahari. for example, kului preserves the opposition of the agentive and non-agentive 1 st pers . pronoun maí vs . hāū the former being employed only to mark a in the perfective tenses. in addition, there is a postpositional dat./acc. form which can also be employed in the o function, thus forming a tripartite system (cf. Þhākur 1975: 251-254 i hit him . (juyāl 1973: 141) in the area of nominal case marking, contemporary pahari dialects do not differ considerably from the languages recorded over a century ago by Grierson (and in the case of kumauni more than 150 years ago, if we take into consideration the language of the early 19 thcentury poets, e.g. Gumani pant). the a, s and o marking has remained the same, and the only difference can be observed in the phonetic shape of the former postpositions. in the majority of the central pahari dialects they have actually become case endings -e.g. in western kumauni -ne> -n, le > -el, -l (ag./instr.), ko > -ak, -k (gen .), mē > -m (loc . in western kumauni) (sharma 1987: 43-44) in Garhwali -ne> -n, le > -l (ag./instr.), -ko > -k (acc./ dat .) (bišÞ & jośî 2005: 16; Purohit & beñjvâl 2007: 57, 252) . the process of the evolution of postpositons started in the 19 th century (probably in the second half of that century), as we can infer from the data gathered by Grierson and from the oldest poems. the phonetic change, however, has not affected the split ergative pattern .
on the other hand western pahari dialects have not introduced a separate agentive postposition, thus here the agent marking is more conservative and the ending -e is a direct descendant from the oia/mia instr. (MaSica 1991: 232, 247) .
Unlike rajasthani, pahari dialects still preserve the unmarked pronominal o in the ergative domain . it must be emphasized, though, that central dialects, i .e . kumauni and garhwali, especially in their standardized version, have already consistently introduced o marking. in the kumauni spoken around almora (i.e. khasparjiya), which is considered the standard language, i have not come across any instances of unmarked o. the same pertains to the Garhwali spoken in the area of śrinagar. the literary works available to me also confirm this tendency. there are however dialects which still preserve unmarked o in the perfective tenses . sharma (1987: 97) gives a few examples of the employment of unmarked pronominal objects at par with the marked ones, but he does not specify in which dialects they are in use.
5 i have found examples of unmarked pronominal objects in the perfective tenses in the Gangoli subdialect of kumauni (ex . (27)) . it can be expected that the spread of the acc . marking will soon oust the unmarked o from the pronominal system of central pahari. in this respect western pahari languages appear to be much more conservative. kului still employs unmarked personal pronouns in the o function in the perfective tenses along with the marked forms . (27) ɑm-l mũ d ekʰjũ ram .post .erg . i see .ppp .1sg . ram saw me. (Gangoli) (author's field notes) lp lii (1) krzysztof stroński the variation of the marked vs. unmarked pronominal objects in the perfective tenses indicates that the spread of o marking from the imperfective to perfective tenses appeared first in the pronominal system, and there are still instances of the retention of the older stages which are manifested in the absolute lack of the marked forms in the perfective tenses . the example of rudhari seems to confirm such a general line of development of a, s and o marking . the nominal o marking in rudhari is absent . on the other hand in the pronominal system the o marking is only attested in the imperfective tenses (28), being absent in the perfective tenses (29). to conclude, it can be said that the pronominal system of western pahari, being more conservative, has not introduced the tripartite system as the central dialects did. Generally speaking, the tendencies in the development of the a, s and o marking observed in old rajasthani are clearly visible in pahari dialects. your mare struck me. (rudhari) (varma 1936: 143) as was demonstrated before, western rajasthani dialects show gradual attrition of ergativity, shifting from ergative via tripartite to an accusative system. the same view cannot be maintained for pahari dialects. they either still preserve or have introduced new a marking which is equal to the instr., thus complying with one of the implications of ergativity. it is remarkable that in the central pahari the old synthetic instr. case has been replaced by the postpositional case, repeating the previous pattern which treated equally the a and obl. argument (indirect object) and which is still existent in western pahari.
on the other hand the introduction of o marking and its spread from the pronominal to nominal system is a sign of the shift towards morphological nominativity. one can thus speak about two opposite tendencies, namely reinforcement of the ergative a marking and spread of the accusative o marking. as we saw above, the latter process has not yet begun in some western pahari dialects .
Let us now have a closer look at the subject status of the ergative. a brief examination of the conjunction reduction both in old and contemporary kumauni indicates the labile status of syntactic pivot. in Grierson's specimens of pahari i could find one example of s/o pivot (30), and in the contemporary texts there are certain fluctuations in pivot retention. if we look at the example (31), we can observe coreferential object deletion, where the referent is the subject of the former intransitive sentence, and this can serve as an evident example of s/o pivot. there are however instances in which the status of the pivot is at least doubtful e .g . in (32) a 1 is coreferential with o 2 . it is thus reasonable to assume that, unlike rajasthani, which showed fluidity of pivot at a much earlier stage, pahari is still changing its syntactic status from labile to an a/s pivot language (33). minister, having gone, asked the prince . (Pant 2006: 20) postpositionaL markers and oBLiGatory constrUctions in rajasthani, before the dat./acc. postposition was employed in the obligatory construction, a had been marked by instr. and the verbal form was gerundive (i could find only one clear example (34) with marked a from a prose text from the 16 th century ad). Later, around the 18 th century, postpositional marking ousted the synthetic instr. and gerundive yielded to gerund/infinitive. in the example (35) the two forms, namely gerundive and gerund/infinitive, are still in use (apart from that, (35) is an example of conjunction reduction controlled by the instr. pronoun, which makes it an eligible candidate for the subject). the ne postposition, being originally the dative marker, is still used in those dialects which have not employed the acc./dat. postposition ko (e.g. mewati, and in some varieties of marwari; see (36)) .
the usage of the ne postposition in this function seems to have once been spread among a greater number of dialects, as is confirmed by the classical dakkhini data (ŠamaTov 1974: 233) . (formally it resembles the obligatory construction which is spreading now in colloquial hindi, presumably under the influence of punjabi -the erg. postposition ne ousts the dat . marker of standard hindi i .e . ko; the topic has been widely discussed by bashir 1999) . he has to eat the bread . (shekhawati) (GuSain 2001: 39) from the earliest records of kumauni we can infer that the le postposition was employed in the obligatory constructions in which rajasthani dialects used to employ the dat./ acc postposition ne. in one of the rajasthani dialects, namely mewati, there is a dat./acc postposition lu which seems to be an etymological equivalent to the pahari le (the postpositional parallels acc./dat. nūṁ -lu vs . erg . ne -le are evident) . 6 But it has to be emphasized here that the use of the agentive postposition in this context was restricted, and old standard kumauni shows a preference for the dat./acc postposition. Grierson's data shows 4 occurrences of the dative marked agent and 1 of the ergative marked agent in obligatory construction with the impersonal chāīòo 'it is necessary' (hin. chahiye)
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; there is only one example of the obligatory construction with the bare infinitive where agent is overtly expressed, and it is marked by the ergative postposition.
contemporary central pahari languages employ the agentive postpositions to mark a in the obligatory construction based on the infinitive verbal form (see ex. (37) and (38)). nevertheless, it seems that there is a minute semantic distinction between garhwali and kumauni, although it is not recognized by all authors - cf. juyāl (1973: 146-147) , who treats it in kumauni and garhwali as obligative future, and sharma (1987: 111) , who states that the construction of the type represented by (38) is present obligatory. my own field study carried out in 2008, and study of the available prose texts, tends to confirm the maintenance of the distinction, i.e. present obligatory in kumauni and future obligatory (tending towards simple future) in Garhwali, which i render here in translation; in this respect the Garhwali pattern is of a western pahari type (cf. ex (39) from kului with the stipulation that in kului it is simple future (Ṭhākur 1975: 304-305) (Ṭhākur 1975: 305) it is remarkable that the pronominal erg . forms are not used in the simple future in western pahari as they are in the future obligatory in Garhwali, instead special instr. forms are employed (cf (40) and (41) the ergative pattern existing in pahari is somehow more resistant to nominativization . the transition from the synthetic to analytic type has not disturbed the ergative pattern. the renewal of the earlier construction based on the -ta participle with instr . agent, the renewal of the obligatory construction based on the gerundive, and preservation of ov agreement (the coding properties) are clear indicators of the maintenance of split ergativity. on the other hand, the instability of the syntactic pivot (behavioral properties) points either to weak syntactic ergativity or to the pivotless type. the evolution from ergative to nominative type has been widely attested in many languages of the world and it is traceable in many tongues belonging to the indo-iranian family. the reverse development, although accepted by many specialists in ia languages, was rejected by typologists who dealt extensively with active and ergative languages. for example, kliMov (1973) in his monumental monograph on ergativity not only refused to accept the accusative-to-ergative shift, but claimed that the ergative pattern had been simply borrowed lp lii (1) krzysztof stroński by ia tongues from the neighboring languages. the proposed proto-Burushaski (kliMov 1976) or tibeto-Burman substrata were however rejected (tikkanen 1988) . however, an interesting proposal was put forward by zakahryin (1979), who formulated a hypothesis of active typology of the colloquial dialects which were in contrast with a 'standard' ia language of nominative typology whose ergativization was a by-product of language contact with tibeto-Burman tongues. it could have been a dardic tongue or tongues with presumably strong active traits (zakharyin 1982: 42) or an unknown language 'x', whose existence was once postulated while analyzing the unidentifiable layers of agricultural vocabulary in nia (masica 1979) .
on the other hand there is a lexical evidence which can be perceived as an active residue, namely verbs of the type kh snā 'cough' -so-called eventives, i.e. verbs denoting something happening to or taking place in a person (or object), affecting a person (or object) (Gonda 1951: 82-100; 1960a: 49-55) . notwithstanding the fact that they are intransitive, they do take the ergative s in the perfective tenses. this group of verbs has been attested in other languages belonging to the ergative type (lazard 1998: 136-139 ) and certainly at least in one language family, namely caucasian, they constitute an archaic layer of a former active type (cf. kliMov 1973: 144-148, 232-234) .
the ia evidence is modest but partly traceable historically; for example, in old awadhi there are instances of the usage of the verb h snā 'laugh' with s in nom. or in obl. but neutral form of the ppp (see (43) and (44) padumāvati laughed. jaysi Padumāvati from (SakSena 1971 (SakSena [1937 in the contemporary ia languages that preserve the ergative pattern, eventive verbs take s either in nom . or erg ., the latter being more archaic . it is thus a question of further historical investigation whether the assumed 'active residue' is a substratal layer or the preserved earlier pattern. in the case of syntactic phenomena such as ergative and obligatory construction, it has been recently suggested that they repeat the older pattern (Latin mihi est construction) attested widely in other ie languages and constituting a basis for reconstruction of the active stage of pie (bauer 2000) . 
